Abstract. Spring-antispring systems have been investigated as possible low-frequency seismic isolation in high-precision optical experiments. These systems provide the possibility to tune the fundamental resonance frequency to, in principle, arbitrarily low values, and at the same time maintain a compact design of the isolation system. It was argued though that thermal noise in spring-antispring systems would not be as small as one may naively expect from lowering the fundamental resonance frequency. In this paper, we present a detailed calculation of the suspension thermal noise for a specific spring-antispring system, namely the Roberts linkage. We find a concise expression of the suspension thermal noise spectrum, which assumes a form very similar to the well-known expression for a simple pendulum. It is found that while the Roberts linkage can provide strong seismic isolation due to a very low fundamental resonance frequency, its thermal noise is rather determined by the dimension of the system. We argue that this is true for all horizontal mechanical isolation systems with spring-antispring dynamics. This imposes strict requirements on mechanical spring-antispring systems for the seismic isolation in potential future low-frequency gravitational-wave detectors as we discuss for the four main concepts: atom-interferometric, superconducting, torsion-bars, and conventional laser interferometer.
Introduction
One of the important technologies enabling the detection of gravitational waves with ground-based laser interferometers is the seismic isolation of their test masses. Seismic isolation can generally be categorized into passive and active isolation. Active isolation utilizes seismic sensors to suppress seismic noise by means of feedback control or feedforward cancellation. A passive isolation is a contraption (typically purely mechanical) that does not contain any control loops to improve isolation performance. A pendulum is the simplest example of a passive seismic isolation with horizontal oscillations of the suspension point being suppressed at the suspended mass above the pendulum frequency. The Advanced LIGO seismic isolation system consists of several active and passive stages [1, 2] , while the Advanced Virgo seismic isolation is mostly passive with active components targeting seismic noise only below the observation band [3, 4, 5] .
Next-generation detectors are currently being planned in Europe, the Einstein Telescope [6] , and the US, the Cosmic Explorer [7] . One of the goals of the Einstein Telescope is to extend the observation band to significantly lower frequencies, i.e., down to a few Hertz, which will require a new design of the seismic-isolation system. Better isolation performance at lower frequencies can in principle be achieved by increasing the dimension of the passive stages, and so the basic concept for the Einstein Telescope is to construct a larger version of the Virgo isolation system. Clearly, increasing the dimension of an isolation system has limits, and this strategy cannot be followed to provide sufficient seismic isolation below 1 Hz for low-frequency GW detectors as discussed in [8] .
An alternative strategy is to make use of spring-antispring systems (SASs), where by design a partial cancellation of restoring forces is achieved to create a softer response, i.e., with lower fundamental resonance frequency [9] . Spring-antispring systems have been envisioned early-on as passive stages in vertical isolation chains where it is otherwise very challenging to realize soft supports of the load [10, 11] . Horizontal spring-antisprings were also installed as pre-isolation stage in Virgo in the form of inverted pendula [12] . A broader investigation of the isolation performance of SASs was carried out by Winterflood [9] , followed by detailed theoretical analyses of the Roberts linkage [13] . Proof-of-principle experimental demonstrations of the benefit of SASs have been carried out for the Scott-Russell linkage [14] , which achieved a record-low fundamental resonance frequency of about 6 mHz with Qfactor greater than 3, and Watt's linkage implemented in seismic sensors with the goal to improve sensitivity of the seismic measurement [15] . Spring-antispring dynamics can also be realized by combining mechanical and magnetic components. For example, the obsolete SS-1 Ranger seismometer formerly produced by Kinemetrics had small rod magnets positioned around the test mass suspended from a spring to increase the natural period by about a factor 3. The same principle is used in the Virgo Superattenuator to lower the fundamental resonance of the vertical stages [3] . Magnetically assisted suspension systems have also been proposed for millihertz GW detectors [16] .
With seismic noise being strongly suppressed, other forms of instrumental noise pose new sensitivity limitations. Among these, thermal noise of the suspension system is an important low-frequency contribution to instrumental noise. Since the suspensions are part of the seismic isolation system, suspension thermal noise and seismic isolation performance are not fully independent. The first calculations of thermal noise in suspension systems of gravitational-wave detectors were presented by Saulson [17] . His analysis included systems that experience internal loss quantified by a loss angle, in addition to the widely applied viscous friction models. This is for example the case in well-designed, low-loss, fused-silica fibers that have been employed in the GEO600 and Advanced LIGO detectors, and will also be used in Advanced Virgo on their respective suspensions' lowest stage to reduce the impact of thermal noise. For fused-silica fibers, more careful analyses were performed incorporating the effects of gravity and elasticity in Lagrangian models [18, 19] , and considering details of specific suspension systems [20] . It was found that the effective mechanical loss in a simple fiber suspension can be described by introducing a damping dilution factor, which accounts for the combination of a lossless gravitational restoring force with a weakly anelastic restoring force from fiber bending [21, 22] .
These studies were accompanied by other publications focussing on specific aspects of loss mechanisms and their effect on the dynamics of a system. One analysis shows that the effect of mechanical loss on the dynamics of a mechanical system is enhanced if restoring forces partially cancel as is the case in SASs [23] . Specifically, the observed quality factor decreases with decreasing frequency of the fundamental resonance. It is therefore easier to observe anelastic properties of a material in SASs. Another important study focussed on the loss mechanism itself. Internal loss in suspension fibers can be due to material imperfections, or theromelastic damping due to irreversible heat flow across temperature gradients. A correct calculation of thermoelastic loss in fibers requires including the stress dependence of the loss angle, which can decrease (even cancel) or increase the overall thermoelastic loss [24] .
In this paper, we present an analysis of thermal noise in spring-antispring systems; specifically, in the Roberts linkage. We introduce the formalism with two simple expamples. The simple pendulum is analyzed in section 2, and then the inverted pendulum in the form of a beam-balance tiltmeter as a simple spring-antispring system in section 3. The more complicated calculation for the Roberts linkage is shown in greater detail in section 4. In section 5, we take the results to assess sensitivity limitations due to suspension-thermal noise in potential future ground-based, subHz GW detectors, i.e., atom-interferometric GW detectors [25] , superconducting GW detectors [26] , torsion-bar GW detectors [27, 28] , and laser-interferometric GW detectors with conventional configuration [8] . All low-frequency concepts, except maybe for a novel atom-interferometric concept [29, 30] , require passive seismic isolation in the observation band as acknowledged in the respective references, and this cannot be achieved effectively without employing SAS components. We conclude in section 6.
Suspension-thermal noise of a simple pendulum
According to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, the suspension thermal noise spectrum is determined by the real part of the complex admittance Y (ω) = −iωx(ω)/F (ω), wherex(ω) is the displacement amplitude of a suspended test mass at frequency ω produced by a forceF (ω) acting on it [31, 17] :
The admittance is calculated by solving the linearized equations of motion in frequency domain, and depends on the energy dissipation of the system under consideration. In mechanical suspension systems, the dissipation is dominated by the bending of weakly anelastic elements used in the suspension such as metallic wires or glass fibers. For a simple pendulum of length L and with suspended mass m, including the anelastic restoring force from fiber bending, the kinetic and potential energies T , V in terms of the bending angle θ(t) read
where τ = mg is the fiber tension, and L el = EI a /τ is the fiber bending length, i.e., the length from the fiber suspension point to the effective bending point [22] , which depends on the material's Young's modulus E, and on the fiber's second moment of area I a (I a = πr 4 /2 for cylindrical fibers of radius r). The elastic energy includes contributions from two bending points, i.e., the numerical factor is 1/4 for a single bending point. Note that this Lagrangian does not describe violin modes, i.e., the transverse vibration modes of the fibers. In this way, the only degree of freedom is given by the rotation angle θ(t). A Lagrangian that includes the violin modes was presented, for example, by Gonzáles and Saulson [18] .
Once translated into Fourier domain, the loss angle φ will be introduced through the Young's modulus via E → E(1 + iφ). So the relevant loss happens by producing strain in the fiber material. The potential energy already includes a contribution from the force F (t) acting on the mass m, which is later used to calculate the admittance. Note that while the first term of the potential energy is valid for arbitrarily large angles θ, the last two only yield accurate linearized equations of motion, and they take more complicated forms if non-linear effects are to be studied.
The equation of motion linearized with respect to the angle θ(t) then reads
It is now straight-forward to calculate the real value of the admittance by translating the equation into Fourier domain, introducing the loss angle, and using the substitutionθ(ω) →x(ω)/L valid for small displacements:
where
1 is also known as damping dilution factor since it can formally be combined with the loss angle to obtain the effective loss φ eff = φL el /L, in which case the last equation can be rewritten as
Here, we neglected the small change in resonance frequency due to the elastic restoring force. The suspension thermal noise is now determined by inserting the last equation into equation (1) . Above resonance, the last equation can be approximated by
Since the transfer function of horizontal displacement of the suspension point to horizontal test-mass displacement, i.e., the seismic isolation, is H = −ω 2 0 /ω 2 above resonance, we find that seismic noise and suspension thermal noise can both be reduced by decreasing the pendulum resonance frequency ω 0 .
It can sometimes be helpful to consider thermal force fluctuations instead of position fluctuations. The thermal force spectrum assumes the form
where Z ≡ 1/Y is the impedance of the system. For a simple pendulum, the force spectrum is given by
This form shows that thermal fluctuations can be cast into a form such that they are connected to a pendulum's dissipation and only to its dissipation independent of other terms in the equation of motion. It also simplifies comparison with other forces acting on the test mass. Finally, we can use the impedance to calculate the Q-factor of the pendulum using the method proposed in [23] ,
Here, the reason why the name "damping dilution factor" was given to the expression ω 2 0 /ω 2 el becomes evident, and we want to mention here already that the Q value takes exactly the same form in the Roberts linkage with the respective definitions of ω 0 and ω el . We can express the complex admittance in terms of the Q-factor to obtain
which has the advantage that parameters in this equation, i.e., the resonance frequency ω 0 , the Q-factor, and the mass m, can be measured relatively easily. This equation holds for all types of mechanical oscillators, but for more complicated systems, it might be necessary to calculate a model of the dynamics to determine the effective mass parameter, which does not always correspond to the total suspended load.
Thermal noise of a beam-balance tiltmeter
Beam-balance tiltmeters also show SAS dynamics, which are in fact equivalent to the dynamics of an inverted pendulum [32] . A beam of mass M and moment of inertia I bm is supported by a flexure. As shown in figure 1 , we consider a one-dimensional model where the rotation of the beam is quantified by the angle θ(t). The center of mass (indicated by the cross) is located a distance δ above the effective bending point of the flexure. In the figure, the bending length of the flexure is slightly shorter than δ since the bending length is defined as the distance between the attachment point of the flexure to the beam and effective bending point. In practice though, the shape of the beam can be modified and the distance δ can in principle be made equal to the bending length. Note that the best beam-balance tiltmeters today have the beam supported from above so that the flexure is under tension instead of compression (see [32] ), but this does not change the dynamics with respect to the simple model outlined in the following.
The kinetic and potential energies T , V in terms of the rotation angle θ(t) can be cast into the form
where κ is bending stiffness of the flexure (κ = EI a /L for a flexure of height L and second moment of area I a , assuming that its stiffness is independent of the compressional force M g), and I bm the moment of inertia of the beam. It is tempting to introduce a bending length instead of the stiffness κ, but note that the elastic restoring force of the flexure is of different nature compared to the bending of a thin fiber, which means that one cannot immediately say what the equivalent of the fiber tension would be here. In order to calculate the admittance, instead of using a force acting in normal direction to the beam on one of its ends, we apply a torque ζ(t) since the coordinate of interest is the rotation angle θ(t) and not so much the displacement of the end points of the beam.
Directly writing down the resulting real part of admittance,
with ω 2 0 = (κ − M gδ)/I bm and ω 2 el = κ/I bm , we obtain an expression that is formally similar to equation (5) . Substituting the admittance in equation (1) by this term, we get the angular thermal-noise spectral density S θ . The resonance frequency ω 0 is determined by elastic as well as gravitational restoring forces, and it can be tuned to lower values by adjusting the center of mass.
Finally, the thermal torque-noise spectrum is given by
where the Q-factor takes the same form as in equation (10) without the factor 2 since the flexure stiffness is proportional to the Young's modulus, which means that we introduce the loss angle through κ → κ(1 + iφ).
Suspension-thermal noise of a Roberts linkage
The calculation of the admittance of the Roberts linkage is analogous to the case of the simple pendulum. A simplified two-dimensional geometry of the linkage is sketched in figure 2 . A stiff frame represented by an isosceles triangle is suspended from flexible wires of equal length L w . The center of the mass M of the frame is located a distance d l below the vertex P l . The vertex corresponds to the suspension point of the load.
In the following, we will assume that the load is a simple pendulum with suspended mass m. The pendulum is so short though that we can assume the load to be located vertically under the vertex at all times, i.e., the pendulum resonance frequency lies above the frequency band of interest. We will also neglect internal degrees of freedom of the linkage such as fiber violin modes and vibrations of the frame. This leaves one degree of freedom for the (two-dimensional) Roberts linkage, namely the rotation θ(t) of the frame. Figure 2 . Sketch of a Roberts linkage in equilibrium position. A rotation of the rigid frame relative to this position is parameterized by the angle θ(t).
P l
In the following, we will largely adopt the notation of Dumas and Blair [13] . The positions of the center of mass of the frame and the load (effectively located at the vertex P l ) can be written
where L w is the length of the wires supporting the frame, L c is the distance between the lower suspension points of the frame to the frame's center of mass, and L f is the length of the frame's "leg". The angle α 0 is subtended by the arc between the frame's center of mass and the vertical from the frame's lower suspension point in equilibrium position, β 0 is the angle subtended by the arc between the frame's legs and the vertical, and φ 0 is subtended by the arc between the frame's suspension wires and the vertical. The rotation angle of the frame from its equilibrium position is denoted by θ(t).
Deriving the equations of motion from the Lagrangian, we require the potential and kinetic energies
where τ w1 = ((M + m)g/2)/ cos(φ 0 + θ(t)), τ w2 = ((M + m)g/2)/ cos(φ 0 − θ(t)), τ l = mg/ cos(θ(t)) are the tensions of the fibers supporting the frame and the load, L el,w1 = EI a /τ w1 , L el,w2 = EI a /τ w2 , L el,l = EI a /τ l are the resulting bending lengths assuming that all fibers have the same Young's modulus and area moment, and I fr is the moment of inertia of the frame. Note that the bending angles at the attachment points to the frame are 2θ(t) since the frame counter-rotates with respect to the suspension fibers by the same angle. It is then straight-forward to calculate the admittance of the Roberts linkage
defining
According to these results, the admittance can be written in a form very similar to the one of a simple pendulum; see equation (5). Formally, the main difference is that the mass m of the simple pendulum is substituted by
We also present the result for the thermal force fluctuations acting on the suspended mass of a Roberts linkage. Evaluating equation (8), one obtains
which is formally very similar to equation (9), with the suspended mass m of the simple pendulum substituted by the effective mass I 0 /(d l + h + H) 2 . Using the impedance to calculate the Q-factor of the Roberts linkage, we obtain exactly the same expression as in equation (10), which means that the damping dilution factor also plays a role in SASs. However, as we have already seen, it does not appear in the expression for the suspension-thermal noise of Roberts linkages. Generally, for thermal noise, it is not the Q-factor, but geometric relations connecting test-mass displacement and bending angles that are relevant.
So as to minimize high-frequency horizontal translation of the load due to horizontal vibration of the linkage's suspension points, one must tune the center of percussion [33] so that it coincides with the suspension point of the load by setting d l = I fr /(h + H)M [13] . In this way, horizontal high-frequency vibration of the linkage's suspension points transfers predominantly into frame tilt around the load suspension point. Even when applying this parameter constraint, it is possible to tune the system parameters such that the resonance frequency ω 0 approaches 0 until practical limitations are met or ultimately nonlinear dynamics become significant. Note that in contrast to the simple pendulum, it is not possible to express the elastic resonance frequency ω el in terms of the pendulum frequency ω 0 , since bending angles are determined by the system's dimension, while the resonance frequency is not fully determined by the dimension, but rather by the fine-tuning of certain parameters. This has important implications for the thermal noise as we are going to explain next.
Since the resonance frequency ω 0 needs to lie well below the observation band so that the suspension system provides seismic isolation, one is mostly interested in thermal noise well above ω 0 , where admittance can be approximated by This expression scales with 1/L 2 , where L is a characteristic length scale of the system. Therefore, while seismic isolation performance improves when tuning the SAS to achieve lower ω 0 , the last equation shows that thermal noise is unaffected by the tuning, and stays at a level characteristic for a system of size L. It is clear then that the simple relation between ω 0 and ω el for the simple pendulum is not generically true for all isolation systems, and SASs suffer from comparatively high thermal fluctuations of the test-mass position due to their compactness.
We can illustrate this further by plotting the corresponding thermal-noise spectra as shown in figure 3 . The parameters used in this plot are summarized in table 1. The loss angle is an estimate obtained by extrapolating models fit to higher-frequency data to sub-Hz frequencies [34] . We compare the thermal noise of a Roberts linkage with the noise of a long pendulum that has the same pendulum resonance frequency, and with a short pendulum of length H corresponding to the height of the Roberts linkage. Above resonance, the thermal noise of the linkage is similar to the thermal noise of the short pendulum. One can understand this also intuitively since the mechanical loss is determined by how much the fibers are bent. The bending angles are characteristic of a system's dimension, not its fundamental resonance frequency. Equation (27) shows several important scaling relations for suspension-thermal noise power spectral density above resonance. There is a linear dependence on the temperature T , and on the loss angle φ. For the dimension, L, of the system, we find the typical 1/L 2 scaling. The mass dependence is slightly more complex. Equation (27) contributes a factor inversely proportional to mass through the moment of inertia, I 0 . However, ω el also depends on the mass. According to equation (25) , the fiber tension and moment of inertia have canceling mass dependence. To calculate the mass scaling of the bending length, we assume that the fiber cross section will always be T 300 K Table 1 . Parameters used to calculate the thermal-noise spectra in figure 3 .
minimized to support a certain load. The bending length then depends on the maximal stress σ yield that the fiber can support, and it can be written as L el ∼ r min E/σ yield , where r min is the minimal radius of the fiber, which scales as m 1/2 . Bringing all mass terms together, we find that suspension-thermal noise scales as 1/m 1/2 . This analysis also shows that strong (high σ yield ) and soft (low E) materials produce the smallest thermal noise. We point out though that there are other "hidden" mass dependencies. For example, suspending a very heavy load might limit the choice of materials that can be used for the suspension, which can affect thermal noise. Also, the loss angle depends on mass if the dominant dissipation mechanism is thermoelastic damping [24] .
Suspended mass ∝ 1/m 1/2 (neglecting massdependent loss angle and constraints on material choice) The horizontal seismic isolation provided by a Roberts linkage is described by the horizontal response of the suspended load to seismic vibrations at the fiber suspension points. Ignoring small elastic restoring forces, the horizontal response of a test-mass suspended from a Roberts linkage to horizontal seismic displacement common between the two suspension points is given by
The second term in the numerator is a result of the center-of-percussion effect, which is relevant in any suspension system where loads need to be considered as extended objects. In Roberts linkages, it sets a limit to how much seismic noise can be suppressed at high frequencies. One can choose masses and geometry to cancel this term, but there are practical limitations to how accurately the parameter values can be designed, and even a change of geometry due to temperature changes may be significant. The isolation function in equation (28) is plotted in figure 4 using the parameter values shown in table 1, elastic forces included, in comparison with the isolation functions of two simple pendula. It shows that a compact Roberts linkage can in principle provide the seismic isolation of a pendulum with more than 100 m length, which is why SASs are interesting for applications in low-frequency GW detectors.
Let us briefly discuss the application of our results to other SASs. Provided that the dominant dissipation process is bending of weakly anelastic fibers, all parameter scalings will be preserved. If the dominant dissipation process is different, then the definition of ω el in equation (25) needs to be modified, which can change parameter scalings. Assuming similar values of the fundamental resonance frequency, suspended mass, dimension, temperature, and material parameters of the fibers, different mechanical SAS systems have similar thermal-noise spectra. To be more careful, we also need to assume that the suspension system is well-designed, which means that unwanted cross-couplings between degrees of freedom are small, stresses in the bending fibers are solely to counteract the suspended weight, and bending angles are all similar and can be estimated from the total dimension of the SAS. Well designed pendula and SASs such as Scott-Russell linkages, or Watt linkages used as horizontal seismic isolation fulfill these requirements.
Vertical seismic-isolation systems can be treated with the same formalism, but the bending components are typically flexures and cantilevers. We have already seen in the example of the tiltmeter that elastic restoring forces have a different nature in flexures and cantilevers than in thin suspension fibers. This changes some of the parameter scalings, but thermal-noise spectra can be calculated using the same formulas, as for example equation (22) . We refer to Winterflood [9] for a more detailed discussion of SAS vertical seismic-isolation systems.
Implications for low-frequency seismic isolation systems
The goal of the following analysis is to determine whether suspension-thermal noise might pose a sensitivity limitation in sub-Hz GW detector concepts. We therefore assume that seismic noise is suppressed to a level below the suspension-thermal noise, which is of course a major challenge. The envisioned observation band of these detector concepts lies between about a few tens of mHz and a few Hz [8] . It should be noted that a way to reduce suspension-thermal noise relative to the level shown in figure 3 is to implement cryogenic technology to lower the temperature of the suspensions. For this reason, the estimates of how suspension-thermal noise will limit the sensitivity of low-frequency detectors provided in this section might be considered conservative. Table 3 Horizontal displacement to differential rotation cross-coupling expected in current torsion-bar gravity gradiometers 0.01
Typical cross-coupling in large-scale GW detectors (gravity induced) 0.001 Table 3 . Parameter values relevant to seismic isolation and suspension-thermal noise.
Seismic isolation Generally, seismic isolation needs to be provided for more than one degree of freedom, since there will always be some level of cross-coupling between them [4, 1, 2] . This means that the resonance frequencies of a few relevant degrees of freedom in the seismic response of the isolation system must all lie below the observation band, and it is far from obvious that it can be achieved in the foreseeable future for low-frequency detectors [9] . The analysis in this paper will be simplified by treating the seismic isolation as a one-dimensional system. Proper modeling of cross-couplings between degrees of freedom is challenging since they often depend on accuracy limitations of the production process of a suspension system, which can only be estimated.
Assuming that seismic noise can be suppressed sufficiently, suspension-thermal noise might become the new limiting noise source. With typical ground displacement of order 10 −7 m/ √ Hz at 0.1 Hz, this can only be achieved with a multi-stage seismic isolation, possibly starting with an active stage that would ideally reduce the noise to a few times 10 −10 m/ √ Hz corresponding to the instrumental noise at 0.1 Hz of the most sensitive broadband seismometers today, followed by passive SAS stages. While all stages have in principle an effect on the suspension-thermal noise, one can obtain a fairly accurate estimate by considering only the ultimate passive stage. This is only true though if the suspension system is designed appropriately. In general, and for a careful analysis, propagation of thermal noise from upper stages and coupling between stages need to be taken into account. Nonetheless, in the following, we will only consider the final suspension stage and use the solid curve in figure 3 as thermalnoise spectrum.
Laser-interferometric GW detectors with conventional configuration By conventional configuration, we mean a laser interferometer similar to the existing large-scale GW detectors. It turns out that this low-frequency concept is most strongly affected by suspension-thermal noise as already anticipated by Harms et al [8] . This is because unlike the other three concepts, there is generally no common-mode rejection mechanism concerning test-mass displacement noise ‡. Assuming a mechanical system, the ultimate suspension stage needs to be a SAS stage since otherwise, e.g., with a short simple pendulum, the GW response would be strongly suppressed. The estimation of suspension-thermal noise in units of differential gravity strain is therefore simple: multiply the displacement noise 10 −15 m/ √ Hz at 0.1 Hz, as predicted by our analysis with parameter values listed in table 3, by 2/L, where L is the separation of test masses in one interferometer arm.
If arm lengths of order 1 km are assumed, then suspension-thermal noise would have to be reduced by another 2 orders of magnitude at least. It is clear that according to the scaling relations in table 2, gaining 2 orders of magnitude even with a combination of modifications is extremely challenging (note that this translates into 4 orders of magnitude with respect to the noise spectral density, which is the reference of the scaling relations), and we consider it unfeasible in the foreseeable future.
Atom-interferometric GW detectors
The basic scheme of atom-interferometric GW detectors is to realize a differential laser-phase measurement over a long baseline using freely-falling, ultra-cold atoms. Interactions of the atoms with laser beams force each ‡ There will be common-mode rejection of seismic noise at upper stages, but these are not effective relative to suspension-thermal noise at the ultimate suspension stage.
atom to move in a superposition of two paths forming the atom interferometer. Atoms are then counted in the output ports of the atom interferometer, and the atom number in each output is sensitive to the laser phase.
The fact that the test masses consist of freely-falling atoms provides some immunity to seismic noise, but any form of displacement noise of the laser optics couples into the atom-interferometric readout.
If the atom interferometer is interrogated in the Bragg regime with interrogating laser beams propagating in FabryPerot cavities, then optics displacement noise δx(ω) adds to the GW strain signal as [35] 
with the cavity pole frequency ω p = πc/(2LF). The pole frequency lies well above the observation band of atom-interferometric GW detectors, in which case the last equation simplifies to
With a cavity finesse of a few hundred, we obtain
If displacement noise of the cavity optics is dominated by thermal-suspension noise, then using the parameter values of the previous examples, we have δx(0.1 Hz) ≈ 10 −15 m/ √ Hz (see figure 3) , which leads to a strain noise of h δx (0.1 Hz) ≈ 10 −21 Hz −1/2 . With sensitivity goals at about 10 −20 Hz −1/2 , suspension-thermal noise would not be a major noise contribution. However, this will depend on the ultimate choice for the cavity finesse, and also whether loss angles as small as 10 −7 can be realized in a Roberts linkage (or similar SASs).
Superconducting GW detectors Superconducting GW detectors measure differential displacements of levitated test masses against a common, rigid, reference frame, which must be suspended for the purpose of seismic isolation. All noise originating from the suspension system, e.g., thermal noise, seismic noise, or crackle noise [36] , is suppressed by common-mode rejection in the differential readout of test-mass displacements [37] .
The rejection is first of all limited by the alignment accuracy of readout axes, adjustments in the readout system, and sensitivity and linear dynamic range of the test-mass displacement sensors [38] . Ultimately, the maximally achievable commonmode rejection depends on the stiffness, and potentially symmetry of the reference frame and therefore becomes an issue especially in designs with larger frames.
Stable common-mode rejections of 3 · 10 7 are achieved today in three-axis, diagonal-component superconducting gravity gradiometers [26] . This means that a 10 −15 m/ √ Hz displacement noise at 0.1 Hz would be suppressed to a value of less than 10 −22 m/ √ Hz, which is sufficient for sub-Hz GW detection. It therefore seems that suspension-thermal noise will not be an issue in superconducting GW detectors.
We still consider this target ambitious, since rejection ratios of order 10 8 have only been achieved in smaller-scale experiments so far, i.e., several tens of centimeters, and it is possible that such high rejection ratios cannot be maintained when frame dimensions are increased for a full-scale GW detector. It has to be kept in mind as well that the reference frame plus test masses of a superconducting GW detector are proposed with a mass of several thousand kilograms [26] . In this case, it is possible that the suspensions have a loss angle significantly higher than 10 −7 if for example metal wires instead of fused-silica fibers need to be used. Also, especially in such high-mass systems, recoil loss due to coupling between the suspended frame and "upper stages" of the suspension system, which in principle even includes the ground supporting the experiment, might be significant with possible degradation of mechanical quality factors.
Torsion-bar GW detectors Torsion-bar antennas observe GWs by measuring the differential rotation of two orthogonal bars suspended from (torsion) fibers. Ideally, seismic or thermal noise entering through the suspension points of the torsion fibers leads to common rotations or displacements of the bars and is therefore rejected. So the main coupling mechanism is produced by (unavoidable) inaccuracies of the suspension and bar design leading to asymmetries in the system and coupling between degrees of freedom. Current state-of-the-art is to add movable masses to the bars to be able to balance the system and tune various resonance frequencies [39] .
According to a model presented in McManus et al [28] , cross coupling between horizontal motion of the torsion-fiber suspension point and differential bar rotation is currently estimated to be at the level 0.01. Cross-coupling in current largescale detectors is at a level 0.001, but this coupling is dominated by the mismatch of directions of local gravity at different test masses of order L/R ⊕ , where L is the arm length of the detector, and R ⊕ the radius of Earth, and inaccuracies in the mechanical design might well contribute significantly lower cross-coupling. In torsion-bar detectors, a rejection by a factor greater than 10 4 is required to suppress suspension-thermal noise according to figure 3 below 10 −20 Hz −1/2 at 0.1 Hz (assuming 10 m bars in future experiments). This seems extremely challenging and certainly requires more sophisticated balancing methods than the mechanical tuning used today.
It should be noted that thermal noise from a vertical seismic isolation would be less relevant since the same cross-coupling model predicts that vertical motion of the suspension point of the torsion fibers couples into differential bar rotation at a level ∼ 10 −8 . This should be sufficient even when taking into account that vertical isolation is expected to have a much larger loss angle, e.g., characteristic for metallic cantilevers.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a calculation of suspension-thermal noise of a Roberts linkage, which is a spring-antispring system (SAS) that might be used in future GW detectors to provide horizontal seismic isolation. We then analyzed how suspensionthermal noise contributes in various ground-based, sub-Hz GW detector concepts, and found that its effect ranges from probably insignificant noise to a potential show stopper.
It was shown that an SAS by itself, even when engineered with very low fundamental resonance frequency, does not help to lower suspension-thermal noise. Thermal-noise spectra above the fundamental resonance are determined by the dimension of the SAS, with higher thermal noise for a smaller dimension, and does not directly depend on the fundamental resonance frequency. It can be understood intuitively by realizing that the mechanical damping responsible for the thermal noise occurs with weakly anelastic deformations of suspension fibers, which are related to bending angles, and therefore to a system's size. This revises common understanding that damping dilution, which is a factor in the relation between loss angle and Qfactor, generally plays a role in thermal noise.
Therefore, if severe sensitivity limitations by suspension-thermal noise are expected, then the only way to solve the problem is (1) to lower the temperature of the suspensions, (2) to lower the mechanical loss, (3) to decrease the elastic bending length by using lower Young's modulus materials and/or higher stress, or (4) to increase the dimension of the isolation system.
While the analysis focused on the Roberts linkage, qualitatively, we argued that the results hold for all (well-designed) mechanical SASs used for horizontal seismic isolation assuming dominant dissipation through the bending of thin fibers, which includes the Watt linkage and the Scott-Russell linkage. We have not investigated the case of vertical seismic isolation in detail. Since the dissipation in mechanical systems typically occurs through bending of cantilevers, which is a different type of elastic restoring force compared to the bending of thin fibers, the scaling of thermal-noise spectra for example with mass can change, but formally the calculation remains the same. It would be interesting to investigate how stress in flexures and cantilevers modify the stiffness of bending components (which is well understood for fibers), so that accurate thermal noise spectra can be calculated for vertical isolation systems.
